Recommendation for Study Abroad Scholarship  
French Program  
Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

Name of Applicant: ____________________________________________________________

Major(s): _________________________ Minor(s): ____________________________

Institution of proposed study abroad: _____________________________________________

Location: ___________________________________________________________________

Program provider: ____________________________________________________________

Semester of proposed study:  Spring _______ Summer_______ Fall _______

Scholarships for which you are recommending this applicant:

_____ Alumni  ____ Hardee-Belasco  ____ Jackson  ____ Joiner  
_____ Kososki   _____ Millstone   _____ Wadsworth

(Please check all that apply, see http://www.cas.sc.edu/dllc/fren/scholshp.html for criteria.)

Please evaluate the applicant for each of the following on a scale of 1 to 10 (10 being optimum). Use a question mark to indicate no basis for judgment.

_____ General Academic Performance  
_____ Spoken French  
_____ Written French  
_____ Commitment to French Studies  
_____ Adaptability to new and foreign situations  
_____ Character (self-discipline, responsibility, emotional maturity, integrity, etc.)

How does the applicant compare with others you have taught at the same level?

_____ top 5%   _____ top 10%   _____ top 25%   _____ top 50%

On a separate sheet or the back of this form, please provide any appropriate comments about the applicant’s background, performance in your course(s), attitude toward French studies, suitability for study abroad, etc.

Name and title of faculty referee ______________________________________________________

Signature ___________________________________________   Date __________________________

APPLICATION DEADLINES:

October 1 (for study abroad the following spring)
March 1 (for study abroad the following summer or fall)

Revised 01/2008